DISCUSSION NOTES  
CAMPUS COMMUNITY COUNCIL  
FRIDAY, January 8, 2016  
11:00am-12:00pm  

**Member Attendees:** Jacob Appelsmith, Jon Ashby, JoAnne Boorkman, Katrina Brock, Matt Carmichael, Karl Engelbach, Jeff Gibeling, Linda Katehi, Gaganpreet Kaur, Andre Knoesen, Prasant Mohapatra, Viji Murali, Darolyn Striley and Dana Topousis.

**October and November 2015 Discussion Notes Approved**

**Discussion Highlights:**

1. **Discussion of California AB953 Law Enforcement Racial Profiling**
   a. California Assembly Bill 953 - enacts the Racial and Identity Profiling Act of 2015, which would, among other changes, revise the definition of racial profiling to instead refer to racial or identity profiling, and make a conforming change to the prohibition against peace officers engaging in that practice.
   i. AB953 does not need to be implemented until 2023, but UC Davis is planning to have it in effect by 12/31/2016.
   ii. AB953 Requirements - The reporting shall include, at a minimum, the following information for each stop:
      1. The time, date, and location of the stop.
      2. The reason for the stop.
      3. The result of the stop, such as, no action, warning, citation, property seizure, or arrest.
      4. If a warning or citation was issued, the warning provided or violation cited.
      5. If an arrest was made, the offense charged.
      6. If more than one peace officer performs a stop, only one officer is required to collect and report to his or her agency.
      7. The perceived race or ethnicity, gender, and approximate age of the person stopped, provided that the identification of these characteristics shall be based on the observation and perception of the peace officer making the stop, and the information shall not be requested from the person stopped. For motor vehicle stops, this paragraph only applies to the driver, unless any actions specified under paragraph (7) apply in relation to a passenger, in which case the characteristics specified in this paragraph shall also be reported for him or her.
      8. Actions taken by the peace officer during the stop, including, but not limited to, the following:
         • Whether the peace officer asked for consent to search the person, and, if so, whether consent was provided.
         • Whether the peace officer searched the person or any property, and, if so, the basis for the search and the type of contraband or evidence discovered, if any.
         • Whether the peace officer seized any property and, if so, the type of property that was seized and the basis for seizing the property.
a. The UC Davis Police department will work with two sets of student groups, a technology group and a logistical group to implement the new policy.
   i. Question from the Council: Will the graduate students working on this policy be eligible for credits towards his/her degree?

2. Comments and Discussion about Sexual Assault Prevention
   a. The council would like to get an update on the sexual assault prevention program for incoming students.
      i. When data is available, administration will secure feedback from student group and report back to the group.